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Albion Online's seventh major post-launch update 'Percival' to launch on July 10th [2]

Albion Online is going to get bigger once again and the Percival actually sounds like it's going
to be pretty good, especially if you're a solo player.
For starters, the new randomized dungeon feature is finally going to have a version for solo
players! Just like the version for groups they will spawn at random throughout the world of
Albion. You will be able to use dungeon maps to unlock higher tiers, for a bigger challenge
and better loot too. That makes me happy, as Albion is far too geared towards bigger groups,
nice to see solo players get some attention this time.

War not bloody enough? The Reign of Blood DLC for Total War: THREE KINGDOMS might change your mind[3]

Creative Assembly has announced the Reign of Blood effects pack that's coming to Total
War: THREE KINGDOMS and it looks quite brutal. The developer says it will enable you to
experience "the battlefields of ancient China in gruesome detail" if that's your thing.
For the campaign it will include event-pictures depicting blood and gore, along with blood
effects for battle-resolution combat animations between characters. For the battles it will add
dismemberment, charred bodies, blood spray and?you get the idea.

Sweet survival base-builder 'MewnBase' has another update out, continues looking fun [4]

Not as serious as other survival games, MewnBase from developer Cairn4 has a sweet style
and you're a space cat because why not.
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